***NEW PRODUCTS NOW AVAILABLE***

TRIPLE GLAZED UNITS:

Triple glazing is quite simply three panes of glass instead of the traditional two incorporated into a sealed unit.

It originated from places with colder climates, like Scandinavia in order to give better homes better energy efficiency.

As energy ratings in the UK are becoming more important, triple glazing will surely feature sooner rather than later.

Benefits of Triple Glazing:

- Greater energy savings, as can be seen in the heat diagram, is the main benefit from having triple glazing. It has the ability to insulate the home from extremes of cold and to reduce solar gain in summer. As a result heating bills will be reduced.

- The third pane of glass will give greater sound insulation, as the sound waves have to pass through three panes instead of two. For example houses within built up areas that experience high levels of sound pollution, having triple glazing can help a great deal.